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Like everyone else, I am deeply saddened by the events that took
place, especially by someone that many looked up to as an role
model and the fact that it took place in our backyard. We certainly
have been through a trying week, and the weeks ahead sure wont
get any easier.
However, lets go out and show America and the World what Penn
State is truly about. Lets show them the high academic standards we
are held to. Lets show them the great things that Penn State scholars
do in the community. Lets show them what it means to truly be a
Nittany Lion. Lets show them that WE ARE bigger than a football
coach, a football team, athletics, and that the actions of a few men do
not equal the rest of the institution.
Lets put our faith in the law, in hopes that it will do whats right. That
justice will be served to all those that did wrong but lets also
remember “innocent until proven guilty”. Lets not cast the first stone
while also showing the world that we care about the victims first.
Moreover, lets not place blame anywhere for the terrible events that
unfoled and slanderized this great institution. Lets not point fingers at
Anthony McQueary. Lets not lose sight of what Joe has taught us.
Lets show the world the classiness that Joe expects from his football
team and each and everyone of us. Lets learn from the things that
have happened, and step up and fight to prevent it from happening
again, not only at Penn State but other institutions as well. Lets step
up and Fight for the victims of theise heinous crimes and be a voice
against child abuse.
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May no act of ours bring shame.
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